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Chris Whitbeck’s annual club meeting was held last
month at his comfortable home in Washoe Valley. The food
pairing was excellent (beer and food make an excellent pairing,
don’t you think?). We had some new members as well as the
folks from “Just Brew It” (Trevor and Family), the homebrew
shop in Carson City. It also looks like we now have some club
competition—another home brewers club in Carson City.
The ‘Vertical Epic’ tasting was a huge success, featuring
8 years worth of Stone Brewing’s Vertical Epic (of course.)
Thanks to Chris and Jill Whitbeck for their ever generous hospitality again this year.
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The Vertical Epic bottles
awaiting sacrifice
Joel eagerly anticipating another
Vertical

Dawn and Jill look on in horror as
another Vertical victim prepares
to meet its end

The incredible edibles shared
the same gruesome fate as their
liquid counterparts—
consumption!
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Tipoff for this year’s March Madness WZZ meeting will
come on Saturday March 9 at 6 pm in the home of Kirk and
Becky Stock. Okay, so this gathering isn’t really an NCAA
tournament themed event, so sneakers, baggy shorts and
multiple tattoos are not required. The title refers to the fact
that there’s no actual food or beer theme this time, so let the
gods of chaos dictate your selections. It’s requested that you
bring a dish of your choosing and some potent potables to
share with all, especially of the home brewed variety. The
Stock’s are located at 1496 Elizabeth Street in the old southwest Reno neighborhood. If you need help getting there,
have questions about what to bring or just want assistance in
filling out your bracket (just kidding) call 323-7875.
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We’re on the Web:
http://washoezz.net

Upcoming meetings:
April 20 - Kelly Ridgeway’s first
WZZ meeting
May - TBD
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